
16 ft (4.88 m) OUTDOOR CINEMA SYSTEM
for only 7,290 EUR!*

VIEWERS SCREEN WIDTH SET-UP TIME* Price (net, ex works) valid from 2016-11-16



 

AIRSCREEN is so much more than just any inflatable movie screen. AIRSCREEN guarantees the highest quality 
possible you expect from the Original. To join the layers of the AIRSCREEN fabric, we use the  advanced hf-
welding process to avoid potential structural weakness caused by perforation of the tube fabric when mechanical 
sewing is involved. You don't want a wrinkly screen surface and a floppy frame? Understandable!

COMPONENTS 
‣ AIRSCREEN airtight 16 ft x 9 ft (4.88 m x 2.74 m) 
‣ Inflatable frame 
‣ Front or rear projection screen surface 
‣ Screen ties 
‣ Belts & ratchets 
‣ Handheld blower 
‣ Manual 
‣ 2 year warranty 

‣ Screw ground anchor set 
‣ Transport case 

THE ORIGINAL INFLATABLE MOVIE SCREEN 
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Airtight framework -  
no permanent inflation needed!

Wrinkle free 16:9 screen surface with black 
backside - no disturbing backlight!

Ultra-solid frame due to hf-welding - 
craftsmanship made in Germany!

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
+ Additional front or rear projection surface upon request
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+ Extended warranty (one year)  for 389 EUR



 

DLP technology - for greater contrast 
and a cinematic viewing experience!

Full HD resolution - do not settle for anything less!

Virtually maintenance free - 
filter-free projector design!

The Full HD EH500 produces crystal clear, bright images, perfect for movie projection where detail really matters. Full 
HD (1,920p x 1,080p) has more than twice the resolution of HD Ready (1,280p x 720p). EH500 is compatible with 
HDTV broadcasts and high–definition media to project impressive full 1,080p images and video in their original digital 
brilliance. Moreover, this native 1,080p projector accepts a wide variety of computer and video input signals. 

	  
COMPONENTS 
‣ Optoma EH500 
‣ DLP projector 
‣ Full HD (1,920p x 1,080p) 
‣ 4,700 ANSI Lumens 
‣ 10,000:1 contrast 
‣ Including bag and manual 
‣ 3 year warranty 

‣ Projector stand 
‣ HDMI cable

FULL HD PROJECTOR 
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+ Projector upgrade (OPTOMA EH515 with 5,500 ANSI Lumens) for 1.400 EUR 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
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COMPACT SOUND SYSTEM 
The new HK Audio LUCAS NANO 300 probably is the world's smallest and lightest multi optional sound system. Ultra 
compact and exceedingly lightweight, these petit powerhouses are the perfect PAs for small open-air cinema. The 
many setup options and amazing performance add up to a fascinating audio experience powered by new 
technologies. It travels light in one hand and practically disappears once it's set up. 

COMPONENTS 
‣ HK Audio LUCAS NANO 300 
‣ Active 2.1 PA system 
‣ 1x subwoofer (160 Watt) + 2x satellites (35 Watt)  
‣ Including stands, cables, roller bag and manual 
‣ 5 year warranty 

‣ Micro mixer 
‣ Audio cables 
‣ RCA and 3.5 mm mini jack cable to 

connect sound source to micro mixer* 
* Sound source (e.g. Laptop, Blu-ray player, etc.) to be 
obtained by user

Reduced to the max - our micro 
mixer is extremely easy to use!

Very small footprint - 
ideal for outdoor & mobile use!

The best match - 
designed & engineered in Germany!
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+ Sound rack with Blu-ray player, mixer, microphone, etc. for 999 EUR 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
+ Sound upgrade (twice the power) for 1,090 EUR surcharge
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